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(The MaGrav broke in Washington not demonstrate, Gel for Capacitors,     133 

Workshop starts at 2:57 minutes, how to make new Capacitor and theory of it, Frozen 

water shows the fields of G Balls, how to make Gans of Maple Syrup, Conversion of 

energy to matter state (gold),  ) 

 

(:02). In Washington, Douglas broke 2 pieces which are vital to run the System. At this 

moment we can't demonstrate. This hybrid MaGrav has this inherent problem. We have 

developed a solid state System. The Blueprint shows 110 volt pump, but in Europe use 

220 volt that can trigger the Pl. (:07). We had a double failure, a capacitor, it worked but 

then moved it to Lawyers office, then the shaft of the motor broke. (:11). Photos of 

people who are making the system at home, and Douglas with unit in office of Lawyer. 

(:18). More photos. When you use higher voltage you need more then 8 Capacitors. In 

US with 110 voltage 4 to 6 capacitors will do, but in Europe with 220 you need 8 to 12 

capacitors in parallel to take the high peak otherwise the capacitors start burning. In other 

structures you have to make sure that there is no N coated anywhere in the structure. This 

is very important, otherwise you'll see burn marks on the wood until the S N coats itself. 

If you are running higher voltages, 6 to 10 kilowatts, you have to go to higher gauges like 

12 or 10. ?? The motor broke. The connections in the S have to be all N coated, once the 

S kicks in it's no problem. You need a 2 compressors, the capacitors allow the Infinity 

Loop to form, if you have 2 similar generators (compressors), it won't work, as we see it, 

but you can't create a solution, same as the heart, in your S, once you go into solid state 

it's much simpler then you see. (:21). Make sure there are no loose pieces. A flexible 

coupling is needed btn the AC motor and DC pump. (:24). What kind of gels do we need? 

Normal hand gels used by Douglas, I don't personally favor the gel, I prefer to use a Gans 

gel which is much easier to make and is also a power supply, you have only to add a 

certain amount of salt which keeps the S always moist and it works perfectly. I have been 

using it for some time and it works very effective. (:26). They fixed the vibration in 

motor, but what is the frequency, 50 to 60 Hz for 110 volts is what you need, and 220 v 

50/60 Hz.  (audio off)    (:39). Keshe back on. Q: about using Al in capacitors? In some 

cases it's more powerful. Testing going on with the combination of matter and Gans. 

Conference in Washington starts, Press Club.  (:44). Keshe explains what happened with 

demonstration, and the hybrid failure. Gives a background talk on Plasma. (:49). Now we 

discovered that the Pl needs a pulse like the blood a heartbeat. When you have a heart 

attack someone has to push your heart until they get the rhythm of the blood, and that is 

why you come back to life. Or we use the high voltage to create that condition. Now with 

the new S of energy we looked to find the heartbeat of the Pl, that is all. It triggers the 60 

Hz or 110 volts, the pump builds up to about a 1000 volts, this triggers the pl then we 

withdraw the pump and this is the part that is broken. Now we have found another way to 

trigger the Pl then using the pump. This gives a new insight into everything else, now we 

understand how the planets and stars have a heartbeat, because they all have a Pl 

internally, and for them to switch from M to G and M to G you need a beating. We might 

show the solid state version tomorrow. There is more to this then the energy, we will start 

the trails on cancer reversal. Doctors around the world are building the S themselves. In 

agriculture they are increasing yields. This is a Space Technology, we lift without fuel, 

and travel without weightlessness because now we have learned about both M and G. 



(:53). The next step is to create lift and motion, literally from the top of the building 

anywhere around the world. Now we understand how internally the Pl works. For 

example, the position of the Earth and the Sun depends on their MG field interaction, 

now we create M and G fields inside the S and this creates a positioning in respect to 

Earth. The position of the Earth in respect to the Sun is due to the strength balance btn the 

two. Now we understand this and we know how to create G field forces, or if you are a 

chemist we know how to make alkaline or acidic very simply by adding or creating 

rotation, this has created new understanding. We have lifted before, and my target is to 

see as many people in the world to start creating lift and motion in the next 3 to 5 weeks. 

People have started the process of transition of matter into energy and in that process 

have created motion. There are videos, where we create the same structure as the internal 

of the Earth and in running the S, the internal energy moves outside, the outer layer of the 

cores breaks open and we can't find the (Gans) balls we put inside. A number of people 

around the world have reported this. We created energy that the solid ball passes through 

the structure. (:55). This is a huge development. It changes a lot of things in the world of 

science and physics we have been taught. We have the knowledge to create the condition 

of the electron and proton and see in reality how they interact, all the assumptions are 

through the window now. We have the knowledge to replicate the real P structure of a 

molecule in M Pl because you can replicate it yourself. The reason why the KF work 

been kept off the mainstream news is because they have created a lot of fear about it. This 

is exactly what Edison did to Tesla, he killed an elephant with AC and showed that we 

have to be afraid of it. The problem is that a lot of governments and Multi-nationals know 

with this T there are going to be changes, and they have not received the return on their 

investments so they have to stop it. I took a different approach and went to the public, 

these are the housewives you see making the materials on the table as a Pen and how 

their pain is relieved. (:57). There is no way any international organization can ban 

people from traveling anywhere. I have chosen the path of freedom. In Africa with a few 

drops of (LP) a day we have seen AIDS disappears in less then 30 days. If you 

understand this the next step is space. We can lift and position without fuel, now that we 

start loosing the Gans balls (go through walls), from the center of the reactors and can't 

be found anywhere, on one occasion Douglas found it in the next room, door was closed, 

because they create such a strong energy field around it that it allows it to pass through 

the walls. These are highly applicable in defense. (:59). We can saturate a ball and target 

any craft in motion and release the energy of the ball inside the craft. The latest aircraft 

will be obsolete, you won't even find the pieces of it because the release energy is there. 

This T will be detrimental to a lot of nations that have invested a lot in Defense. My 

message to world leaders, whatever latest defense technology is worth nothing. The 

beauty of the Space is we make all these weapons obsolete. With these balls we make a 

shield and you can cut all the latest communication lines in the most advanced naval 

ships. The Russians have shown part of my T 2 years ago when they stopped the Aircraft 

carrier in the Black Sea. We are developing the Oasis S with the Chinese. (1:01). In time 

of disaster the ball can create a shield that becomes your home, it can create water and 

materials, and heat. In the US the Fox News group has blocked this T from being known, 

but outside world leaders are well rehearsed of what we do. We were to show a Hybrid 

Power Generator, (it broke) but that is irrelevant, after 1 month that S is already obsolete 

with the new advances in the T. We release the Blueprint and you can build it at home. 



Around the world they have already started building it. So 90% of our work will be Space 

and how we can travel beyond the speed of imagination of the present time. We have 

learned to create G at will at the strength we need, and as we gradually add to the 

knowledge we can control it. We don't need to travel in the way the present Space T does 

with weightlessness and everything, because we can create 1G inside the structure. The T 

is being developed by people very rapidly, the governments have no say in this T. It's 

being done by the people (of the world). I did this deliberately so that the knowledge can't 

be shelved. This knowledge belongs to all of us and has to be equally shared. We are 

setting the course for humanity. (1:03). No one person has any say in it because we are all 

a part of it. Hundreds of people across the world build these S. When you go to a doctor 

and he says that you have a secondary cancer and are going to die, nobody can tell you 

that can treat yourself with the Gans water, drink it and sleep in it, and in 30 to 60 days I 

have no cancer. FDA doesn't count, nobody can tell you, you can't do it at home. This is 

where we are entering, people helping themselves. In Space if I am the last man standing 

and I want to try something, I don't go to FDA for permission. This time we teach 

everyone the same. In the space I can't come back to earth every time I need something, 

so we can produce food, medicine, materials etc in the space. In the last 2 weeks new 

scientist in Austria using the rotating Gans balls the way I taught them, they have 

managed to create metals, it's gold and is going for analyses. You can create gold out of 

fresh air. It is the way it is done in the U, how do you think gold appeared on this planet. 

The MG fields of the Pl which leaves the sun at a certain point has the strength of the 

gold and in that position in the Solar S it changes to gold. (1:05). In the past Teflon came 

with NASA because they developed it for what they wanted and then it came to market. 

This Pl T will be the same as Teflon in the next 12 months people will produce as much 

gold as they like at home. People are producing medicine as a byproduct of the space 

program. In Washington they are playing a deaf ear to what is happening, you are going 

to get hit so hard that there is no way you will ever recover. In China President Zhi 2 

years ago had scientists to look at my T. The report was simple if China doesn't follow 

the path of the new T the way it comes from KF soon we will be Third World nation 

beyond Africans, because Africans have taken it up. In the States you ignored us for 

whatever reason and you are going to pay heavily for it. Because I can release 

communications with world leaders they are going so fast with this. You have no choice, 

the situation has changed and you are totally stuck with it. Every possible way has been 

made by Jewish Lobby to block us, but it's your loss not us. (1:07). We put the hand of 

friendship out, many Americans are learning. In the coming weeks with the new MaGrav 

S you'll not pay a cent for electricity to the governments. It costs less then 20 - 30 dollars 

to produce it, would you sleep in cold when you can just make it yourself in your kitchen. 

This is coming from the Grassroots. In the next 12 months oil will be finished, where will 

your income come from. Millions of Americans will build this in their kitchen. The US 

Oil Industry is gone. The same MaGrav you see on the table will reduce your car fuel 40 

to 50%. People like Monsanto, we have shown that we can reverse anything that they 

have done in less then 10 minutes, by mixing the seed in Gans water and all the genetic 

modifications have changed back to normality, before they got involved. The Americans 

are falling behind that very soon you will go to Africa to bring things in. Now we are in 

the Atomic Energy Commission of Ghana, and doing so much research there, but in 

America they are blocking us. Those in position of power have to change their point 



otherwise you'll have no shares in the companies. Oil will have no value in the next 6 

months as people start creating energy at home, which 10, 20 and 100 kilowatts. (1:09). 

and weighs less then a half a kilo. Are you going to pay so much for the oil and gasoline, 

no one will do? Are you going to the hospital to get Chemotherapy when you can use the 

Gans water for less then 10 cents. We have doctors in the US who are practicing this 

medicine and have seen the results with their patients. We came to show you an energy S 

but unfortunately due to mechanical S it has failed, but when we show the Pl S in the next 

24 hours, our research centers are ready to release it. You can build a solid state version 

for less then ten dollars. Once you start producing energy this way you change it to 

materials you need. We have managed now to create Pl energy, which is the energy of the 

sun, it has both G and M, depending on what strength in M or G it becomes gold, silver 

or cotton, now we can produce anything. This is where as a nation you're falling behind. 

Are you (US) going to become a third world nation or become part of the T and start 

moving very fast with it. If I move to China which is very highly possible, (1:11). your 

Naval forces in S China Sea are worth pennies. You'll have to send tugboats to tow your 

modern ships back to the US, because not even the engines will work. It's very easy, all 

your S carry Chips, now we know how to create C out of fresh air, we only need to 

change the C in a single microchip which is very easy for us. People will tell you we 

produce CO2 as a liquid out of the air, which is never been heard of in modern Physics. 

We block out 20 Chips and your ships won't go anywhere. In the Space travel even a 

speck of dust hitting a satellite can knock it out of commission, the new T creates a 

shielding that protects you from this problem. We have 2 choices move along, or allow 

organizations in America who know who we are, we have been trying for years to bring 

this in the US, NASA has been trying to get us in for years. I released the documents to 

the Attorneys today. I have given lectures in John Hopkins for the Department of Energy, 

Blocked. By covering up our T you become the animals who put their head in the sand, 

they think nobody can see them because they can't see anybody, and then they get shot in 

the bottom. (1:13). This is where America is going. If I move to China, all the investment 

you have made in the Military are worth zero. And somehow nobody is getting this 

information, the WH President Obama knows. Mrs. Clinton knows who I am, she signed 

my arrest for 11 days to be kept in Toronto airport, and be told everyday that I am going 

to be killed. She signed my arrest paper to be held because they didn't want my T to go 

somewhere. Your government knows, if you don't move the nation will know, but you'll 

have no choice. We came with the hand of peace and friendship, but somehow your 

multinationals they thought that they can control everything, running Fox News and 

everybody else. Sooner then you can think you'll have nothing that you can be proud of. I 

am a Nuclear Physicist I know my program and what I can do. We can literally stop all 

the nuclear warheads in their silos, all I need to do is touch a single microchip and just 

change a single parameter, they will never fly. In a recent meeting with heads of State my 

T was discussed, I know because we got a communication from Chinese government 

about it, the Russians and Chinese have accepted that this T has to come out. Americans 

are fumbling with it, what are they going to do with it, you are going to loose very 

heavily. The biggest problem you have or they created is that I am an Iranian N Physicist, 

(1:15). living in Europe for 40 years I still carry an Iranian passport, (they say) I am 

dangerous. Now the danger has come to rest with you. Everything you developed as a 

Superpower is worth nothing. You want to test it, give me the Phantom F-18 whatever 



you like and give me 5 minutes and I will bring it down like nothing. You're pilots won't 

even know what touched them. Give me the latest Battleship you have and 10 minutes, it 

will be floating with nothing. I can stop submarines in deep ocean. These are not threats 

but the development of the T which has made the military obsolete. The Chinese have it, 

the Russians have shared it with them, and the Iranians have shared it with both Chinese 

and Russians. President Obama I have released the paper to the Attorney today, on the 

6th of November 2012, he asked for the T, it sits with your government, the Blueprints of 

all these designs. Where has the USB stick with all the designs gone? You are fooling 

yourself and soon you're going to pay very heavily for it. At the moment your scientists 

pay millions to make this black stuff, it's a Nano material in the purest form. And we 

make it for a few cents and a 5 years old Chinese girl makes it in toilet, this is how simple 

it is. And in America they complain that everything is wrong with it. (1:17). If someone 

in Washington doesn't start moving with it in the next 2 to 3 months, I promise you one 

thing, the Chinese will take you on and they will show you that you have no Air force or 

military base to control anywhere on the high seas. The only choice is to accept the 

arrangements we have with the Chinese that nobody fires anything and we abandon the 

Military. It's very hard for a nation like you because you rely on your military, but the 

time of wars is finished. I have shown this to one of your guys who came to see me 2 

years ago (military), I can jam any radar. When I am testing I inform the Air Force that 

any flight above my property is a no go zone because you don't know what is going to 

happen to you. And now the knowledge is with the people whom you're sitting with now. 

There are a number of people who can show it to you. The video of the Power Generator 

was shown to Gordon Duff before it was moved to Washington. America wake up or the 

sleep will be very deep and you'll never get out of it. (1:19). There are Americans among 

you who can teach you very rapidly. We have masters like Armand, Douglas can show 

you electricity in less then 10 minutes and you don't need to plug it in. If the government 

wants to tax the houses we can produce gold to pay them. We have the video showing the 

gold production. The situation has changed now that we have released the new Pl energy 

it becomes whatever you like. My call to the American nation is very correct, start 

moving very fast, bring the T to be taught on the TV level. In China we have hundreds of 

thousands of followers but in America you keep it quiet. As one guy said to me, if its not 

on CNN it's not true, by the time it comes true to you in reality nobody needs you. The 

effect of this process is clear, nobody needs anymore American products, you can't export 

a thing. Look at Africa they will not important a single gram of fertilizers from the US, 

they can make the LP from any metal in the house, add it to the water, it becomes 

fertilizer, pesticide and everything else. This isn't just talk, we have seen the results by 

farmers and now it's getting tested in Universities in Africa. And in America you are still 

busy with the religion, color of skin, and the way of belief and you are going to pay 

heavy for it. (1:21). I give you a challenge, give me the latest aircraft and tell me where 

you want it to land or I tell you where I drop and you can pick it up. And if you want gold 

you tell me how much you want in the Central Bank, because people will pay you in kilos 

from now on. This meeting is a wakeup call in Washington and if you don't wakeup the 

coma will be so deep you will never get out of it. Thank you very much.    (1:24). 

Questions. I saw Obama's letter to you and it was almost like a threat, we are the greatest 

country and can defeat any enemy? It is on private letterhead, not as president. The WH 

is fully aware of our work, it's when they choose or think that they want to bring it out. 



You saw the notarized letter from NASA inviting me for visit, but the government 

blocked it. (1:27). They thought that by blocking it will go underground and dies, but it 

has grown more and more. We have shown the power of T 4 times to Americans. At the 

US Embassy they asked how he managed to capture the drone. Forty years ago they 

asked me how fast we flew over the USA. (1:31). It is only te grace of god that we 

haven't touched your military, I have no fear, if the Military stops the wars stop and we 

can spend the money on peace. Somebody has to wakeup in Washington before it is too 

late. Your government is on my teaching every Thursday, what I taught in morning your 

president made a decree about the Earthquake in afternoon. Maybe it was not the time to 

show it in America, but this was home grown in America. Inside America your people 

are shutting it down. (1:34). Douglas explains the MaGrav Hybrid.  

(1:46).      (1:51). The more capacitors the more kilowatts you can obtain. In the center of 

the Infinity Loop is the FP.  (1:56). They show the video of the Hybrid generator.  (2:01). 

Keshe comes on to explain, you are dealing with superconductors, the current doesn't 

flow through the wires, it flows through the N material, there is no friction. You can use 

it for zero time communication ... We don't create energy we absorb it from U, every 

single Gans is like a sun. The American government said we can't give the Noble Prize to 

Iranian. We have discovered the gravity, that is the secret. Gravity means you can absorb 

anything to yourself. It has been the biggest Holy Grail of the science. If it would have 

been done by an American it would have been everything god knows what. The 

arrogance has kicked back for those who don't understand it. You can absorb any energy. 

(2:06). How long does it need to be plugged in before you can unplug it. We are now at 

the stage of wireless power in our development, wireless power is here, it connects to the 

"Mother". In the next few months we don't see any need for charging. (2:09). Bernie talks 

about test for wireless power, now up to 34 meters. We are building a small MaGrav 

about 2 inches diameter, we have a built in heartbeat to the unit. (2:12). He shows a photo 

of preliminary developments, the configuration can give 10 kilowatts, its the size of 

rubric cube. (2:15). You can travel the Space in the same way. Just one piece added to the 

rubric cube and it will fly. (2:17). Shows the wireless Unit. You put this near the car and 

it will improve the running of engine. Gans water in the tubes supplies the power. (2:20). 

What is the next step? I met with General Electric 8 years ago, they said we are building 

so many Windmills we will leave it until your T becomes known then we will consider it. 

Now we don't need them. NASA knows fully about this T but they never had the KEY, I 

am releasing it gradually worldwide. we have to release it fully in the next weeks because 

now people are producing Pl energy and that will lead to flight. In the S you create G and 

M and it has to find its position in respect to earth, you call it flight. Someone amongst 

you is about to achieve it but he doesn't see it. They know I don't teach unless someone 

gets to it. Armand is on the verge, he has to do it. (2:23). We have buried the patent 

system. If you burn yourself, you can apply the LP and you won't feel pain until it is 

finished healing. The water sterilizes instantly. We have done tests and we are getting 

certification. We don't understand what is going on in your country (US), the false pride 

has made you blind. It is going to hit very hard. I invited the Russian and Chinese 

Military to watch this tonight that we are going to show to the Americans, to see how far 

they are falling behind. (2:27). It's to our benefit, when you fall behind we can disarm 

you much easier. We are going in that direction, we will disarm American Military in no 

time without a single bullet being fired. The new Pl T doesn't need bullets, all we do is 



change the field environment. The threat is very real, and it is that you become a third 

world nation. You are actually the most bankrupt nation, they announced it hidden in the 

Olympics. Your Space T is obsolete. If I don't wake you up you become a victim of your 

own ignorance. (2:33). Douglas explains how his cores went through the wall. (2:37).  A 

Military man has offered to be shown, Keshe says the people in that room will show you 

and in couple days you can do it yourself. (2:42). If you make the LP dynamic it covers 

700 kilometers. i can come to America if the government guarantees my safety, better if 

you military invite the Chinese and I teach you both together. The condition of this T is 

the signing of world peace treaty. Before I teach you, you have to sign the treaty that you 

will never harm anybody with this T and for no war. (2:46). Rick reads Treaty.  (2:50). 

Applause at end of meeting in Washington.  

 


